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Wooster Migrants To Akron Battle

Team Readies for Akron Clash; Cowbell at Stake

By LARRY PIPER

The Akron Argus reports that Paul Bullock, son of the former Akron Argus sports editor, will be a member of the faculty at Wooster State. As a result, the Migrant-Pioneer Rose Bowl game will be played in the presence of student editors. The outcome of the game will be of interest to both institutions.

The Migrant-Pioneer Rose Bowl game is the most important game of the year for both institutions. The Akron Argus reports that the game will be played in front of a large crowd, and the outcome of the game will be of great interest to both institutions.

The Migrant-Pioneer Rose Bowl game is the most important game of the year for both institutions. The Akron Argus reports that the game will be played in front of a large crowd, and the outcome of the game will be of great interest to both institutions.
Road To Tradition

Now that the Republican campaign of "Now is the time for Reform" has decided the Democratic party, we can at last put our watches to rest and go out to our favorite adventure. The day is the day of the Republican "Road to Reformer." It was a day of great excitement, and the people everywhere were cheering and singing the praises of the Republican candidates. The candidate for President was the great statesman, Mr. Lincoln, who won the election by a large majority. The people of the United States were all enthusiastic over his victory, and the nation was in high spirits.
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Signifying Nothing

By JOE R. BINDLEY

It has been said that the time for Reform is never. For Reform is the cry of the people, and the people are always right.

"Old' 'ellers Escaped Watery Kenarden Deluge; Sing Serenade"

The Deluge of 1897 was a great event in the history of the United States. It was caused by the overflow of the Mississippi River, which had been swollen by heavy rains. The flood was unprecedented, and it caused great loss of life and property. The city of New Orleans was particularly hard hit, as the levees broke and the water flooded the streets and homes.

"Family" Expands as Wooster Welcomes Don Baskin to Campus

By BERT STUART

The "family" of Wooster has expanded once again, with the arrival of Don Baskin. Baskin, a well-known author and professor, has been welcomed into the close-knit community of students and faculty. His presence has added a new dimension to the campus atmosphere, and his lectures and discussions have been a source of inspiration and learning.

Composers Offer Prizes

In an effort to find the most interesting and creative music for the contemporary cycle composer, a $100 cash prize for the best cycle of the three styles listed below, plus public performance at the annual cycle of the Wooster, and publication of the composer's work in the contemporary cycle composer magazine, Contemporary Cycle, is offered. The cycle styles eligible for entry are:

1. Song to a sacred or sacred poet
2. Anthem to a sacred or sacred poet
3. March to a sacred or sacred poet

The competition will be open to all composers over the age of 18, and entries must be submitted by November 19, 1946.

"Dad's Day in Three Generations"

The Murray family has had a long tradition of celebrating Father's Day, with each generation adding their own unique touches. This year, as usual, the day was filled with love and appreciation, as the family gathered to honor their patriarch.

"Lights Out, Kenarden Halloween"

The Kenarden Halloween party was a hoot of a time for all attendees. With traditional costumes, spooky decorations, and plenty of treats, the night was filled with fun and excitement. The highlight of the evening was the costume contest, with winners receiving special prizes.

"Other News"

- During the week, the students of Wooster High School participated in a mock election, with the results indicating a strong support for the Democratic ticket.
- The Kenarden Halloween party was a huge success, with hundreds of students and faculty members attending.
- The Murray family's tradition of celebrating Father's Day continued, with each generation adding their own special touches.
Wooster Ties Muskingum, 12-12

The second half point game seven breaks against a like number against the Muskingum.
"Benzene Ring" Sings to Chemists

At a meeting of chem majors on Monday night, singing was another move mer-

tually heard from the usual recital in a gay party mood. Everyone

took delight in both the song and the song was

presented in the form of 25 frag-

tory men, and the much needed.

BareAU), "The Descendents of Lin-

terior Club", as well as the singing

"Benzene Ring" composed of eleven

members of the chemistry club.

The meeting was adjourned, and all gathered to the queen table, where they indulged in departures on poets glasses, and coffee ex-

traced from supremacy families. And to

get it, retold, on superlative times was

badly.

Amateur plans! Take our advice

and don't forget the meeting of the

Spanish Club, Monday night, in Lower School. "Los Angeles" pres-

ents straight from Chile. Ana Or-

drord and her singing guitar. Secreta

Orchard will entertain with songs from

her native country.

To the casual passerby, beauty shown of "Bongo" were heard coming from the

daytime of Koda, Monday evening.

Upon entering was found people

tightly throwing even as members, and

bland pianist going "Wow" as the members of the German Club. Upon sol-

vors the mystery of the German tran-

sient tunes. People were heard as a

greater effort of interpreting by the

promises of a smile rose Apollo, ammuni-

tion, shaving cream, etc. Of course there
talk quite differently; they were who could not claim these stirring

words (although they had Bango), for fear of their inability to sell the

numbers off, thus revealing the fact of

"Dad's Day"

"Continued from Page 13"

From Dr. Lowry spoke to the gath-

ering after the singing.

(Dad) 8.30 or 12.00 the immortality of

"Hold you in jail" at Hidden hotel

Open House. Villagers were given the

girl's name hiccuping as an announcement, and went at their own risk on inspecting

tours of the miles of "Low End Blue" and the "Safe Crocuses." On

parties of "loved sombres" the girls

with their guardians were over to the

park for the Dad's Day Dance. It was

1000 a clearing to a small day to set

in a low gas stationing around the line

with their trait best, their Dad's.

Her, gong—isn't I told the

same manners let us when they picked

up mine at the Home-coming dance

is too small. Mine is a black Ches-

nified, and I really need it.

Place Call 108

Jo Grever

ANSWER TO QUIZ KINDER

Women has been involved in 15

scanty the defending 65 years of the

intricacy fastfood competition. Pain of

these two was played against Can-

See much class singing.

The party ended with a serenade by

President Be Ballard of Nov. 16th.

"The Story of Barnum & Bailey" was

the perfect occasion. Whistle, orchestras a

4 people, or as 8, and as 8 German danc-

be heard at that time.

All areas who have authored in

complaining writing to A and includ-

ing differential relations are cordially

invited to the meeting in the German

Club. Nov. 12. Dr. Williamson will

appoint the meeting. "The Theory of Balancing," Do com-

ter can't — any word.

For the Wooster Theatre

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Two Hits

"Black Beauty" and

"Northwest Trail"

SUNDAY - MONDAY

Tuesday

Ingrid Bergman

Cary Grant

"Notorious"

City Taxi

8:12

Counter Chit-Chat

FROM:

Freelancers

I heard a rumor and that don't se

sense in sense yer time. Get out

and snag a homey and that is jines

or arm notable won't get ya no what

my name it be none.

Even Mountauk McElroy would

small the "Quintessential" of party

place once she used Here Party was

was. It is possible to kick-up part

juice and guaranteed on honest-

ly buns. It is put up at home when

bonds with 12 flavors and 3 flavors

to maintain it. They call it To-To-

y Tea for $1.50.

There's some other new west west.

Monday they're "The Doozy" in a

vase with a big gold top for $1. You'll

die away and say "It's a must!" we

get from what it be of.

Shark Hollow Gaze Works can't

make a "Dull one" (men's name's

Lucile Leaning lip sidenotes). That he

1 color is in a black case (so case

don't work my nostril)

It might be good to be seen after re-

for the Hawkins (her hifi's hifi's)

holdings, tired some of that stone

most pretty instead of such sad

They mix it up special for the fast

and in pretty pink colors. One of their

river men, Charles of the River,

makes it in E, E 1/2, and the sugar

$3.50.

The gold's are good, as don't want

no longer? Some of these gals can

run pretty far. Let's get the rose book in

Wooster — Dugan's style!

Win by

Lily De Paola

Gerry Smith's Dance Studio

Learn the Latest Steps in the Fox Trot, Waltz, Rumba, Jitterbug, Polka

Phone 20 — 1136 Forest Dr. — 2 blocks west of College

JEWELRY IN THE NEWS

Choose Your Important Extras With Care

Main Floor

Jewelry

By JOAN BOWMAN

Jewelry now heads the list of things to

use to brighten up your fall wardrobe. May

I suggest these few pieces from Annat's

fine pre-holiday collection.

CHATELAINS

Two hours of delicate rose gold

beads with matching chains — $3.95.

Gold or silver medallions with link chains

and matching charms — $3.95.

Silver and Sunburst of yellow gold fea-

turing one large pearl — $3.95.

Gold four-way triangles connected with
delicate chains. Fixed design — $3.95.

Shine of Arabic and silver chatelain in
gold or silver — $1.95.

FOIS — the latest accent for sweaters or

shirts. One of the most outstanding is a

solid gold or silver crest attached to an ac-

crate design by woven metal mesh — $3.95.

Pearl Chokers

As Sketched — $3.95

Y. W. C. A. NOTICE

Mrs. Campbell, Annat's buyer of ready to wear and Chita

Michelangelo, advertising manager, will conduct a round-table discussion on

appropriate styles for the "two tall and thin" and the "two short and

fat" in Babcock on Wednesday, Nov. 3 to

Attend are cordially invited to attend.